
OPEX Import Utility for Kofax 
 From your “Digital Mailroom” to your  Business Process 

Excessive paper handling causes higher labor costs, billing process backlogs, and costly delays in making critical business 
decisions. The speed at which information must flow cannot wait for paper files to circulate.  
 

The key is to capture the data and route it to the group or individual who will make it useful. By transforming the data into 
useful information more quickly, you can maintain your competitive edge. 
 

We can help. By partnering with the leading product manufacturers in the business, we’ve created an exceptional integra-
tion utility to link your digital mailroom directly to your business process. 
 
 
 

OPEX Import Utility for Kofax 
  

Maximize your investment in OPEX scanning equipment. Scan everything with OPEX, right out of the envelope, and allow 
Kofax Capture to identify, index and distribute it to a variety of document management and database systems. OPEX scan 
stations enable businesses to quickly go from mixed documents to usable data, or even from sealed envelopes to usable 
data in just seconds. Capture accounts receivable, accounts payable, and human resources mail right in your mailroom. 
Then let the OPEX Import Utility for Kofax (OIU) electronically deliver it to your knowledge workers.  
 

Case in Point 
 

One client, a large utility company, utilizes the OIU with OPEX 3690i scanners to scan 1.2M pages of vendor 
invoices each year and then extracts the data from those images using the Kofax Transformation Modules software. All 
paper invoices—regardless of the type and number of pages—are scanned. The system intelligently handles different types 
of invoices in multiple formats from thousands of vendors. The invoices come in numerous shapes and sizes, different 
paper colors, and both single- and double-sided documents. 
 

Once the paper is scanned in the mailroom, the images and data files are transferred to a server for processing by the Kofax 
Transformation Modules. The XML output files created by the OPEX scanner are monitored and processed by the OIU. The 
OPEX XML data files (OXI) are parsed, interpreted and imported into Kofax Capture as individual and unique batches.  
 

A batch class is created based on the job type selected by the OPEX operator, and all relevant data is contained within the 
OXI file. Data from the OXI file is seamlessly mapped to and transferred into Kofax Capture. Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) is performed on the invoices to extract data, which is then fed into their business application. 

This unique integration capability taps into the high  
performance versatility of the OPEX DS2200, AS3690, and 
AS7200 series Scanners, to extend the processing power 
of Kofax  Capture Solutions. 
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OPEX Import Utility for Kofax 

The OPEX Import Utility for Kofax is a robust application which enables the mapping of OPEX-generated OXI 
data and metadata to Kofax Capture Batch Classes. This powerful and easy to use utility is fully compliant 
with Kofax Capture 7.x or later. 

FEATURES: 
 Runs as an Application or Unattended Service 

 Point & click configuration and operation 

 Configuration details saved as XML 

 Ability to save, load, or clear multiple batch mappings and document mappings for many-to-many 

relationship between OPEX Job Names and Kofax Capture Batch Classes 

 Metadata mapping at both the Batch Class and Document Class levels in Kofax Capture providing a  

high degree of flexibility 

 History and Logging text available for operational review and troubleshooting 

 Unique and meaningful batch naming 

 Supports UNC, Mapped, and Local drive paths to the OPEX Batch directory 

 Ability to run multiple OIU applications or services to increase throughput 

 OXI filenames are modified during processing to indicate job status 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
 Compliant with the OPEX OXI Interface Spec V 1.25 

 Compatible with OPEX 2200, 3690, and 7200 series 

 Kofax Capture Version 7.0 or later 

 .NET Framework 3.5 or later 

 Windows 2000 or later  
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Your INDICIUM Reseller: About INDICIUM Software, Inc. 

 INDICIUM Software, Inc. is a leading provider of document capture,  
management, and workflow software products to manage documents 
electronically and automate business processes.  
 

The INDICIUM product suite is distributed through a network of solution 
providers to clients in numerous industries. For more information, visit 
www.indiciumsoftware.com, or contact your INDICIUM reseller. 
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